
Objective:
Create a mobile application which recreates editable digital equivalents 
of physical documents using character recognition and machine learning.
Motivation:
P2D makes sharing and processing digital documents more secure, more 
efficient, and more convenient. It accepts camera photos of physical 
documents and outputs an editable, digital recreation of the original. 
This application enables users to send copies of their edited changes to 
various companies, even when the original copy is unavailable.

In order to recognize handwritten and printed text, we decided to create 
OCR software by training a CNN to recognize characters. 
● Tools used train:

○ Python
○ Keras with Theano/Tensorflow backend - Keras is a deep learning 

API that runs on top of Theano/Tensorflow, which are deep learning 
libraries

● Data used to train:
○ MNIST dataset - subset of the NIST dataset, contains ~80,000 

handwritten digits
● How we trained:

○ Baseline code to train a CNN on four different machines using 
Theano or Tensorflow
■ Hyperparameters were optimized

○ Comparison of speed and accuracy
● Results/Conclusions:

○ Theano is significantly faster (almost twice as fast)
○ Accuracy rates are comparable (see Figure 1 and Table 1)

● Implications:
○ Still need to train for alphabetical characters, symbols 

(punctuation), whitespace → transfer learning
■ No datasets currently exist, would need to create our own

○ Extensive time frame required for efficient implementation → not 
feasible for project goals, so we moved toward using a public OCR. 1. Singh, A. K, Gupta, A.,& Saxena, A. (2016). Optical Character Recognition: 

A Review. Journal of Emerging Technologies and Innovative Research 
(JETIR), 3(4). 142-145. Retrieved from http://www.jetir.org.
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CNN Model for Feature Construction in Text Analysis. Frontiers in 
Computational Neuroscience, 10. 1-64. doi: 10.3389/fncom.2016.00064
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Challenges
● Training and Fine-tuning CNN to recognize handwritten/ typed text

○ Creating a dataset and programmatically augmenting images
○ Transfer Learning- Training the fully connected layer of the CNN

● Recognition accuracy of text
● Efficient Backend (Processing Time)
● Data Security 
● Data persistence and scope between activities of application 
● Google Cloud Vision API
● Text overlay/scaling of processed text on image
● Obtaining and formatting non-text elements of background 
● Large Image Bitmap Storage - Enable storing large image files without affecting 

the application’s performance 

Frontend:
● Android Application
● JSON parsing and image 

generation
● send to AWS Storage 

Backend:
● Google Cloud Vision API
● JSON generation
● Image view & overlay

Figure 2:  Diagram of our P2D system connections

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) - conversion of images of 
handwritten or typed text to machine-encoded (digital) text 1

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) - in machine learning, an artificial 
neural network inspired by organization of the visual cortex, takes input 
and classifies based on features 2

Transfer Learning - with a pre-trained CNN, utilize the existing 
connections for feature recognition to recognize new classes with similar 
types of features (eg: CNN trained for numbers can be fine-tuned to 
recognize letters) 3

● Improved formatting for digital equivalent (lines, font styling, etc.)
● Refined UI and User Options
● Validating processed text with Dictionary structure
● Extensions:

○ Auto-fill
● Data collection and storage of user’s information for reuse
● Security

○ Mixed Media Parsing (e.g. Images vs. Text)
○ Form Type Recognition (e.g. W-2, etc.)

Keras with Theano and 
Tensorflow Backends 

Google Cloud  
Vision API

Figure 3: Application User Interface. Pictured activities: Homescreen (left), 
Text Overlay (center), and Edit Document (right) screens. 
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Table 1: CNN Recognition Rates/Accuracy

Figure 1: Confusion Matrix

Frontend
● Functional UI Views
● Camera/Gallery Integration 
● Converting to PDF
● Cropping functionality
Backend
● Google Cloud Vision API 

integration
● File storage and retrieval
● View capabilities
● Editing Functionality

● Generating the overlay takes 1 s, the 
API processes on the order of 10 s.

● To speed performance, we can 
potentially split parts of images for 
parallel processing. Our auto-fill 
functionality will also be able to load 
data to avoid redundant processing.

Performance
● Most impacted by the Google 

Cloud Vision API calls. 
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